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Neo-Victorian Madness
Damon woke up this morning to his normal life, in his
normal townhouse next to his normal fiancée. But
after a call from his friend Freedom, things begin to
unravel. Blow one down is a hard-boiled story about a
bad day. Damon made one real bad decision five
years ago, but he has cut that part of his life away. To
him, Brooklyn doesn't exist anymore. He doesn't know
it yet, but Freedom's phone call is bringing it all back.
By the end of the day, Damon will be forced to reap
what he has sown--P. [4] of cover.

Twelve Years a Slave
Far too ignorant of the histories of the rest of the
world, being aware of only the accomplishments of
Greece, Rome and Europe, Westerners have been
made to believe that their societies represent the
most superior examples of civilization. However, the
Western value system stems from a misconception
that, as in nature, human society too is evolving. The
idea derives from the hidden influence of secret
societies, who followed the belief in spiritual evolution
of the Kabbalah, which taught that history would
attain its fulfillment when man would become God,
and make his own laws. Therefore, the infamous
Illuminati gave its name to the Enlightenment of the
eighteenth century, which claimed that human
progress must abandon "superstition," meaning
Christianity, in favor of "reason." Thus the Illuminati
succeeded in bringing about the French and American
revolutions, which instituted the separation of Church
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and State, and from that point forward, the Western
values of Humanism, seen to include secularism,
human rights, democracy and capitalism, have been
celebrated as the culmination of centuries of human
intellectual evolution. This is the basis of the
propaganda which has been used to foster a Clash of
Civilizations, where the Islamic world is presented as
stubbornly adhering to the anachronistic idea of
"theocracy." Where once the spread of Christianity
and civilizing the world were used as pretexts for
colonization, today a new White Man's Burden makes
use of human rights and democracy to justify imperial
aggression. However, because, after centuries of
decline, the Islamic world is incapable of mobilizing a
defense, the Western powers, as part of their age-old
strategy of Divide and Conquer, have fostered the rise
of Islamic fundamentalism, to both serve as agentprovocateurs and to malign the image of Islam. These
sects, known to scholars as Revivalists, opposed the
traditions of classical Islamic scholarship in order to
create the opportunity to rewrite the laws of the
religion to better serve their sponsors. Thus were
created the Wahhabi and Salafi sects of Islam, from
which were derived the Muslim Brotherhood, which
has been in the service of the West ever since. But,
the story of the development of these Islamic sects
involves the bizarre doctrines and hidden networks of
occult secret societies, being based on a Rosicrucian
myth of Egyptian Freemasonry, which see the Muslim
radicals as inheritors of an ancient mystery tradition
of the Middle East which was passed on to the Knights
Templar during the Crusades, thus forming the
foundation of the legends of the Holy Grail. These
beliefs would not only form the cause for the
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association of Western intelligence agencies with
Islamic fundamentalists, but would fundamentally
shape much of twentieth century history.

The Gnostic New Age
This is a magical journal, or diary. A book in which to
record your own magical path in your own hand. Your
journey is your own, this book is but a tool to help you
along that path. By sunlight, by moonlight Blessed Be.

A Brief History Of The Immortals Of NonHindu Civilizations
Gnosticism is a countercultural spirituality that
forever changed the practice of Christianity. Before it
emerged in the second century, passage to the
afterlife required obedience to God and king.
Gnosticism proposed that human beings were
manifestations of the divine, unsettling the
hierarchical foundations of the ancient world.
Subversive and revolutionary, Gnostics taught that
prayer and mediation could bring human beings into
an ecstatic spiritual union with a transcendent deity.
This mystical strain affected not just Christianity but
many other religions, and it characterizes our
understanding of the purpose and meaning of religion
today. In The Gnostic New Age, April D. DeConick
recovers this vibrant underground history to prove
that Gnosticism was not suppressed or defeated by
the Catholic Church long ago, nor was the movement
a fabrication to justify the violent repression of
alternative forms of Christianity. Gnosticism alleviated
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human suffering, soothing feelings of existential
brokenness and alienation through the promise of
renewal as God. DeConick begins in ancient Egypt
and follows with the rise of Gnosticism in the Middle
Ages, the advent of theosophy and other occult
movements in the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, and contemporary New Age spiritual
philosophies. As these theories find expression in
science-fiction and fantasy films, DeConick sees
evidence of Gnosticism's next incarnation. Her work
emphasizes the universal, countercultural appeal of a
movement that embodies much more than a simple
challenge to religious authority.

Wild Bear
"The four elements of Air, Fire, Water and Earth exist
as spiritual essences, as philosophical concepts, as
energy states and as a tangible physical reality. "
Working magick with the elements helps to connect
us to the tangibly present natural powers in our
physical world, whilst at the same time we are
returning to the building blocks of magick by rooting
our feet in the material world. Since Empedocles
formalized the system in ancient Greece in the 5th
century BCE, the four elements have become an
integral part of the Western Esoteric Tradition passing
from ancient Greek magick, through the Qabalah, &
Grimoire Traditions into modern derivative traditions
of ceremonial magick and paganism. In Practical
Elemental Magick the authors provide an
unprecedented combination of research and
techniques for working the magick of Air, Fire, Water
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and Earth, as well as the spiritual creatures
associated with each. The Elemental Gods,
Archangels, rulers and other types of elemental
beings (including Sylphs, Salamanders, Undines &
Gnomes) are discussed and explored. Both the
spiritual and physical aspects of the four elements are
considered, together with how they interact with each
other and their appropriate use for magickal work.
The creation and use of Elementaries (Elemental
Thought Forms); Elemental Tools, the Elemental Tides
and correspondences are all considered in detail,
together with previously unavailable original ritual &
meditative material including the Unification Rite, the
Inner Talisman, the Elemental Pyramids, the
Elemental Magick Circle & the Elemental Temples. In
mastering the four elements within & without we
master ourselves, bringing the external forces of the
natural world & the internal forces of our existence
into harmony.

The Kane Chronicles Survival Guide
Fans of The Kane Chronicles series will adore this
gorgeous primer on the people, places, gods, and
creatures found in Rick Riordan's #1 New York Times
bestselling series. Featuring enough information and
extras to satisfy avid followers and budding
Egyptologists alike, this lavishly illustrated guide will
cast a spell on readers of all ages.

Six Branches
A brilliant Percy Jackson mini adventure plus Horrible
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Histories Groovy Greeks - a winning combo for World
Book Day!The goddess Persephone has summoned
Percy, Thalia and Nico to the Underworld in order to
retrieve Hades' powerful sword before it falls into the
wrong hands. Easier said than done in a world full of
evil daimons, ghosts and ghouls. Not to mention
Iapetos - brother of the powerful Titan lord, Kronos.
This time the young demigods are really up against it
- will Percy manage to return the sword before it's too
late?Flip the book over for lots more ancient Greek
fun with Terry Deary's brilliant Groovy Greeks:It's
history with the nasty bits left in! Want to know: Why
some groovy Greek girls ran about naked pretending
to be bears? Who had the world's first flushing toilet?
Why dedicated doctors tasted their patients' ear wax?
Discover all the foul facts about the Groovy Greeks all the gore and more!

Percy Jackson and the Olympians: The
Lightning Thief: The Graphic Novel
The House of Hades
Percy is confused. When he awoke after his long
sleep, he didn't know much more than his name. His
brain-fuzz is lingering, even after the wolf Lupa told
him he is a demigod and trained him to fight.
Somehow Percy managed to make it to the camp for
half-bloods, despite the fact that he had to continually
kill monsters that, annoyingly, would not stay dead.
But the camp doesn't ring any bells with him. Hazel is
supposed to be dead. When she lived before, she
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didn't do a very good job of it. When the Voice took
over her mother and commanded Hazel to use her
"gift" for an evil purpose, Hazel couldn't say no. Now,
because of her mistake, the future of the world is at
risk.

Grimoire for the Apprentice Wizard
Three boys set out on a secret mission to penetrate
the City of the Tripods and learn more about these
strange beings that rule the earth.

Archetypes and Motifs in Folklore and
Literature: A Handbook
Provides an extensive overview of the mythology,
legends, and folklore surrounding fantasy creatures
from diffferent lands and ages, from Chinese dragons
and the Native North American thunderbird to the
demon hounds of Celtic and Norse legend.

The Azoetia
Psychology professor and criminal profiler Taylor
Martin prides herself on being able to solve any crime,
except the one she wants most desperately to
solve--the disappearance of her father twenty years
ago. When she finally has a lead on his whereabouts,
Taylor returns home to Logan Point, Mississippi, to
investigate. But as she is stalking the truth about the
past, someone is stalking her. Nick Sinclair pens
mystery novels for a living, but the biggest mystery to
him is how he can ever get over the death of his
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wife--a tragedy he believes he could have prevented.
With his estranged brother the only family he has left,
Nick sets out to find him. But when he crosses paths
with Taylor, all he seems to find is trouble. Join the
chase as this determined duo search the murky
shadows of the past for the keys to unlocking the
present and moving into a future filled with new hope
and love. Readers will be swept into the sultry South
in this debut novel from a promising and already
award-winning writer.

Blow One Down
Now a major motion picture nominated for nine
Academy Awards. Narrative of Solomon Northup, a
Citizen of New-York, Kidnapped in Washington City in
1841, and Rescued in 1853. Twelve Years a Slave by
Solomon Northup is a memoir of a black man who was
born free in New York state but kidnapped, sold into
slavery and kept in bondage for 12 years in Louisiana
before the American Civil War. He provided details of
slave markets in Washington, DC, as well as
describing at length cotton cultivation on major
plantations in Louisiana.

Ancient Tradition in Ireland and Wales
From unicorns and trolls to werewolves and griffins,
this comprehensive guide is the key to discovering
every magical creature from myth, folklore and
legend around the world.

The Secret History of the World and How
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to Get Out Alive
An international team of scholars explores the
historical origins, cultural dissemination and
continuing literary and psychological power of fairy
tales.

Percy Jackson and the Olympians: The
Sea of Monsters: The Graphic Novel
“A book or collection of writings constituting the
sacred text of a religion.” —The American Heritage®
Dictionary of the English Language, Fourth Edition For
thousands of years, we have been told that God was a
man. Then someone reminded us of when God was a
woman. Now we have a reference for the sensible folk
who have always felt that it takes two. If you have
ever thought there was more to religion than ancient
rituals performed for reasons unknown, this book will
show you exactly what you have been looking for. If
you have already come to the realization that Wicca is
the religion for you, this book will help fill those many
blanks that have been left by other books. Author A.J.
Drew makes no attempt to dictate religious dogma or
routine. He is quick to point out that the title does not
start with the word the. He illustrates the many issues
a person’s religion should address and shows how he
has been able to find answers to those issues through
the practice of a modern religion that was based on
some of the oldest principles of the ancient world. A
Wiccan Bible takes you through the journey of life in
three stages: Maiden and Master: Creation,
Wiccaning, and Self-dedication. Mother and Father:
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Initiation, Handfasting/Handparting, and the Wheel of
the Year. Crone and Sage: Community, the world, and
death. Mythology and science converge as the author
details a life’s journey into a religion with both old
world ritual and new world science, fusing both into a
creation myth which satisfies not only mind, but soul
as well. A Wiccan Bible not only shows a religious
path filled with joy, but one that offers the ability to
accept and manage sorrow. It is filled with ritual and
with the reasons why ritual is fulfilling, rewarding, and
a necessary part of everyday life. As A.J. addresses
each issue, he demonstrates not only how he found
the solutions in Wicca, and the many ways in which
science and magick have helped him to do so. A
Wiccan Bible also contains select recipes that the
author has collected, including mixtures for incense,
oils, and baths.

The Cambridge Companion to Fairy Tales
Hold it! Sit! Stay! That’s better. No, I am not
suggesting that you go to the New York Times and tell
them, “I have a book, written by the devil. Only he’s
not really the devil. He’s an extra-terrestrial. And he’s
not evil. He’s God’s good brother. It’s God who is
evil.” Do you think I came to you to have you put in a
funny farm? You’re to publish my manuscript under
your own name, as science fiction. Isn’t science fiction
the only format under which any sane moral
philosophy could be published for the past fifty years?
You agree? I am so glad. I have to go now. The
Overlords are waiting to take me home.
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Percy Jackson and the Sword of Hades
It's the handbook no half-blood should be without: a
fully illustrated, in-depth guide to gods, monsters, and
all things Percy. This novelty companion to the bestselling series comes complete with trading cards, fullcolor diagrams, and maps, all packaged in a handy,
"manual-size" POB with a crisp, magnetic flap
enclosure./DIVDIV

Shadows of the Past (Logan Point Book
#1)
FROM THE INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF
THE DCI RYAN MYSTERIES In a world gone mad, who
can you trust? Fresh from a high-profile case in the
Paris fashion world, elite forensic psychologist and
criminal profiler Dr Alexander Gregory receives a call
from the New York State Homicide Squad. The
girlfriend of a notorious criminal has been admitted to
a private psychiatric hospital and can no longer testify
in his upcoming trial. Without her, their case will
collapse but, amidst reports that the staff are as
unpredictable as their patients, who can the police
trust? In desperation, they turn to an outsider and
now Gregory must find the courage to step inside the
fortified walls of Buchanan Hospital to uncover the
truth. The question is, will he ever be the same again?
Murder and mystery are peppered with dark humour
in this fast-paced thriller set amidst the spectacular
Catskill Forest.

In the Name of Salome
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Good Girl Gone Badd
Rose has always been alone, so when six sexy men
suddenly claim she’s destined for them, can she trust
they're telling the truth? Tossed from one foster home
to another, Rose has never found a place to truly call
home. She puts all of her focus into running from her
past and chasing her dreams. But when a fateful
encounter with an entirely too attractive professor
sparks her in more ways than one, Rose finds herself
with more attention than she knows what to do with.
From loner to dealing with the advances of six men,
Rose must decide between trusting them or staying
where she feels comfortable and safe. But if she waits
too long to make up her mind, the choice may be
ripped from her and they will all face disaster. A new
adult, whychoose romance featuring one tough
heroine and six sexy men with special abilities.

Fabulous Creatures, Mythical Monsters,
and Animal Power Symbols
A Wiccan Bible
You've read the book. You've seen the movie. Now
submerge yourself in the thrilling, stunning, and
action-packed graphic novel. Mythological monsters
and the gods of Mount Olympus seem to be walking
out of the pages of twelve-year-old Percy Jackson's
textbooks and into his life. And worse, he's angered a
few of them. Zeus's master lightning bolt has been
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stolen, and Percy is the prime suspect. Now, he and
his friends have just ten days to find and return
Zeus's stolen property and bring peace to a warring
Mount Olympus. Series creator Rick Riordan joins
forces with some of the biggest names in the comic
book industry to tell the story of a boy who must
unravel a treachery more powerful than the gods
themselves.

The Dragon Book of Essex
"Account of how comic book heroes have helped their
creators and fans alike explore and express a wealth
of paranormal experiences ignored by mainstream
science. Delving deeply into the work of major figures
in the field--from Jack Kirby's cosmic superhero sagas
and Philip K. Dick's futuristic head-trips to Alan
Moore's sex magic and Whitley Strieber's communion
with visitors--Kripal shows how creators turned to
science fiction to convey the reality of the
inexplicable and the paranormal they experienced in
their lives. Expanded consciousness found its
language in the metaphors of sci-fi--incredible
powers, unprecedented mutations, time-loops and
vast intergalactic intelligences--and the deeper
influences of mythology and religion that these in turn
drew from; the wildly creative work that followed
caught the imaginations of millions. Moving deftly
from Cold War science and Fredric Wertham's
anticomics crusade to gnostic revelation and alien
abduction, Kripal spins out a hidden history of
American culture, rich with mythical themes and shot
through with an awareness that there are other
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realities far beyond our everyday
understanding."--Jacket.

Bedlam
The Alchemy Key

Book of Shadows
Neo-Victorian Madness: Rediagnosing NineteenthCentury Mental Illness in Literature and Other Media
investigates contemporary fiction, cinema and
television shows set in the Victorian period that depict
mad murderers, lunatic doctors, social dis/ease and
madhouses as if many Victorians were “mad.” Such
portraits demand a “rediagnosing” of mental illness
that was often reduced to only female hysteria or a
general malaise in nineteenth-century renditions. This
collection of essays explores questions of neoVictorian representations of moral insanity, mental
illness, disturbed psyches or non-normative
imaginings as well as considers the important issues
of legal righteousness, social responsibility or
methods of restraint and corrupt incarcerations. The
chapters investigate the self-conscious re-visions,
legacies and lessons of nineteenth-century discourses
of madness and/or those persons presumed mad
rediagnosed by present-day (neo-Victorian)
representations informed by post-nineteenth-century
psychological insights.

Wicked Wonderland
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Deluxe Edition: Limited to 196 hand-numbered
copies, full gilt-blocked goatskin, special endpapers,
silk ribbon bookmarker, with slipcase. Fine condition
New.This substantial work expounds the sorcerous
ethos and praxes of the Crooked Path ritual system.
Its contents include a cycle of ten extensive Mysteryrites, each accompanied by adjunctive solitary rituals
and detailed commentaries. Additional texts relate
the intricacies of Sabbatic ritualization, as well as an
extensive body of stellar lore and ritual.

Dictionary of Contemporary Mythology
With contributions and additional material from
Raymond Buckland, Raven Grimassi, Patricia Telesco,
Morning Glory Zell-Ravenheart, and other illustrious
members of The Grey Council, here is the book Merlin
would have given a young Arthurif only it had existed.
This essential handbook contains everything an
aspiring Wizard needs to know. It is profusely
illustrated with original art by Oberon and friends, as
well as many woodcuts from medieval and alchemical
manuscripts—plus charts, tables, and diagrams. It
also contains: Biographies of famous Wizards in
history and legend; Descriptions of magickal tools and
regalia (with full instructions for making them); spells
and workings for a better life; rites and rituals for
special occasions; a bestiary of mythical creatures;
systems of divination; the Laws of Magick; myths and
stories of gods and heroes; lore and legends of the
stars and constellations; instructions for performing
amazing illusions, special effects, and many other
wonders of the magickal multiverse. To those who
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study the occult, in particular, Witchcraft, the name of
Oberon Zell-Ravenheart is internationally-known and
respected. He is a genuine Wizard, and he has written
this book for any person wishing to become one.
Perhaps, as some have written, Oberon ZellRavenheart is the real Albus Dumbledore to aspiring
Harry Potters! In addition to his own writings in this
collection, he also presents other writers who add
some highly thoughtful insights. Such as Raymond
Buckland, among others. The illustrations and
photographs which accompany the text are among
the finest found anywhere, and are a helpful boon to
those wanting to see what they are reading about.
Biographies of many famous Wizards of history and
legend appear in the book. Detailed descriptions of
magickal tools with information for making them
appears in this book. Additional information includes
rites and rituals for special occasions, a bestiary of
mythical creatures, a detailed and educational
discussion on the laws of magick, myths, and lore of
the stars and constellations. This book is full of
instructions! As a handbook and guide for becoming a
Wizard, this is as near perfect and honest a book as
one will find today. New Page Books has done a great
service to the paranormal and occult community
readers by publishing this worthwhile reference book.
Oberon Zell-Ravenheart has written a classic on
Wizardry. This is his masterpiece. One of the
American pioneers of Paganism in the United States,
his lifetime of learning and information is shared with
readers from all walks of life. He started in 1968 with
the publication of his award-winning journal, Green
Egg, and is often considered by readers as one of
their favorite Pagan writers. The lessons in this fine
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book are accurate, honest, and entertaining. If you
want to become a Wizard, this is the book to start
with, and learn from. This Grimoire is must-have
reading for readers interested in true magick. The
information given on ghosts will hold the reader
spellbound, as will all information in this reference
book!

Wicca and Witchcraft
Seventh grade has been surprisingly quiet for Percy
Jackson. Not a single monster has set foot on his New
York prep-school campus. But when an innocent game
of dodgeball among Percy and his classmates turns
into a death match against an ugly gang of cannibal
giants, things getwell, ugly. And the unexpected
arrival of his friend Annabeth brings more bad news:
the magical borders that protect Camp Half-Blood
have been poisoned by a mysterious enemy, and
unless a cure is found, the only safe haven for
demigods will be destroyed. In the follow-up to the
wildly popular The Lightning Thief, The Graphic Novel,
Percy and his friends must journey into the Sea of
Monsters to save their camp. But first, Percy will
discover a stunning new secret about his family--one
that makes him question whether being claimed as
Poseidon's son is an honor or simply a cruel joke.
Featuring a faithful adaptation by Robert Venditti,
stunning artwork by Attila Futaki, and sumptuous
colors by newcomer Tamas Gaspar, Rick Riordan's
blockbuster book comes to life in The Sea of
Monsters, The Graphic Novel.
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Mutants and Mystics
This is an authoritative presentation and discussion of
the most basic thematic elements universally found in
folklore and literature. The reference provides a
detailed analysis of the most common archetypes or
motifs found in the folklore of selected communities
around the world. Each entry is written by a noted
authority in the field, and includes accompanying
reference citations. Entries are keyed to the MotifIndex of Folk Literature by Stith Thompson and
grouped according to that Index's scheme. The
reference also includes an introductory essay on the
concepts of archetypes and motifs and the
scholarship associated with them. This is the only
book in English on motifs and themes that is
completely folklore oriented, deals with motif
numbers, and is tied to the Thompson Motif-Index. It
includes in-depth examination of such motifs as:
Bewitching; Chance and Fate; Choice of Roads; Death
or Departure of the Gods; the Double; Ghosts and
Other Revenants; the Hero Cycle; Journey to the
Otherworld; Magic Invulnerability; Soothsayer;
Transformation; Tricksters.

The City of Gold and Lead
Heroes of Olympus: The Son of Neptune
The Secret Teachings of All Ages
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New world. New clan. Sexy new bunch of rough and
tumble shifters. Are you ready for the Broken Hill
Bears to fight for your heart? *** Full-length
standalone novel *** Freya Wright is on a mission to
heal her broken past by hiking the entire west coast
of the USA with her two best friends. The first time
she comes face to face with Xander Silvester, Alpha of
the Broken Hill Bears, he's fighting in a live shifter
wrestling match, and the fleeting connection between
them is magnetic. The second time is when he tells
her that she and her friends have to spend the rest of
their lives in Broken Hill, after his clan mates
accidentally kidnap them. She's determined to fight it
every step of the way, but resisting the muscle-bound
Alpha with the smoldering dark eyes proves to be her
biggest challenge of all. The longer she's held captive,
the more she sees in the charismatic and powerful
Xander. Should she stand by her principles and fight
for her freedom, or yield to the demands of her body
and love the only man who's ever reached her heart?
Xander Silvester's life has turned from military order
into absolute chaos overnight. He's the new Alpha of
the Broken Hill Bears, an infamous wrestling clan, but
his father's unconventional choice has left him with a
rebelling older brother, a disobedient clan and the
threat of enemy attack. And then a moment of
stupidity from certain clan members lands three
human females right in the middle of Broken Hill. He
needs to decide how to deal with them, but just one
look at the sexy, feisty one, and he can't get her out
of his mind. As clan politics spiral out of control and
his leadership is on the line, he's faced with a terrible
dilemma: lose the respect of his clan, or break the
dreams of the woman who's captured his heart. This
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is a 55,000-word novel (around 275 standard pages)

The Percy Jackson and the Olympians:
Ultimate Guide
Written both with the solitary practitioner in mind yet
also suitable for group work, Scithain: Vampyric
Witchcraft of the Drakon Covenant details, as the
name would indicate, the black, chthonic witchcraft
based both on historic record and astral communion
with the Ascended Masters originating in the ancient
Hebridean Isles - these so referenced now sending
their Undead clarion call to a new generation of
potential Adepts, those seeking that which is
inherently transhuman and beyond. Positing their
approach to the Sinister Tradition as explicitly
vampiric in nature and ontology, the core West
Yorkshire-based coven of the organization of
authorship and its controversial head, A.A. Morain,
delves deep into not only the historic underpinnings
of their unique current, instead including, as well, its
ordeals, initiatory degrees, entheogenic practices,
bestiaries, rites, predatory astral praxis and hitherto
secretive, occult and potentially applicable knowledge
of a dangerous degree encompassing multiple levels
of experience, thus allowing the perspicacious
readership with the maximum of will and
determination to avail themselves of a transfiguration
both horrific - yet godlike - albeit still horrific and fell
in nature.

Practical Elemental Magick
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Greek and Roman demigods from the Prophecy of
Seven must work together to seal the Doors of
Death--and help Percy and Annabeth escape the
Underworld in the process.

Black Terror White Soldiers
In her most ambitious work since In the Time of
Butterflies, Julia Alvarez tells the story of a woman
whose poetry inspired one Caribbean revolution and
of her daughter whose dedication to teaching
strengthened another. Camila Henriquez Urena is
about to retire from her longtime job teaching
Spanish at Vassar College. Only now as she sorts
through family papers does she begin to know the
woman behind the legend of her mother, the revered
Salome Urena, who died when Camila was three. In
stark contrast to Salome, who became the Dominican
Republic's national poet at the age of seventeen,
Camila has spent most of her life trying not to offend
anybody. Her mother dedicated her life to educating
young women to give them voice in their turbulent
new nation; Camila has spent her life quietly and
anonymously teaching the Spanish pluperfect to
upper-class American girls with no notion of
revolution, no knowledge of Salome Urena. Now, in
1960, Camila must choose a final destination for
herself. Where will she spend the rest of her days?
News of the revolution in Cuba mirrors her own
internal upheaval. In the process of deciding her
future, Camila uncovers the truth of her mother's
tragic personal life and, finally, finds a place for her
own passion and commitment. Julia Alvarez has won a
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large and devoted audience by brilliantly illuminating
the history of modern Caribbean America through the
personal stories of its people. As a Latina, as a poet
and novelist, and as a university professor, Julia
Alvarez brings her own experience to this exquisite
story.

Scithain
The Secret Teachings of All Ages is perhaps the most
comprehensive and complete esoteric encyclopedia
ever written. The sheer scope and ambition of this
book are stunning. In this book Manly P. Hall has
successfully distilled the essence of more arcane
subjects than one would think possible. This book
explores the themes underlying ancient mythology,
philosophy, and religion. Unrivaled in its beauty and
completeness, it distills ancient and modern teachings
of nearly 600 experts.

The Element Encyclopedia of Magical
Creatures: The Ultimate A–Z of Fantastic
Beings from Myth and Magic
Awaken your life with the God and Goddess and
discover the magick of the Wiccan way Get ready to
take a journey to a mystical place where anything can
happen--an adventure into the realm of witchcraft,
magick, and empowerment. This is a place where the
wonderment and purity of childhood meet with the
spiritual growth and wisdom of the adult world. Wicca
and Witchcraft teaches you how to look inside
yourself and let the God and Goddess empower you
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with spirituality, knowledge, and self-esteem, and
help you appreciate the profound beauty of living in
tune with nature. Along your path, you'll learn about
the many types of witches, traditions, and dieties of
the Craft. You'll learn about the magickal tools and
objects and how to use them. And you'll learn how to
cast spells with notions, potions, powders and more
So hop on your broom, hold on tight, and prepare to
fly!

The Alchemy Key
When Nick and Kris, half-fae sons of human mothers,
aren’t using Santa’s sleigh in the off-season to deliver
adult sex toys, they’re setting off sensual fireworks in
the bedroom. Yet they dream of a feminine third to
complete their lives. There’s only one woman they
can picture filling that role: Lilly, the girl they both
dated in college. Lilly thought earning extra money
stripping was a good plan, until she’s beaten and
stuffed into a back-alley trash can. He rescuers turn
out to be the brooding dom and the golden-haired sub
whose faces—and shockingly entwined bodies—are
still the stuff of her most searing fantasies. Their
magical, erotic sleigh ride couldn’t be more perfect,
yet she wonders whether anyone can break into Nick
and Kris’s powerful bond. But there’s someone who’s
been waiting for this moment all Lilly’s life. An evil
psychopath who holds the secrets of her past—unless
Nick and Kris can unravel them in time to save her
from a fate worse than death.

Bear in the Rough
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Previously published as Ancient Science, Secret
History contains 150 pages of new material. The
Secret History of The World and How To Get Out Alive
is the definitive book of the real answers where Truth
is more fantastic than fiction. Laura Knight-Jadczyk,
wife of internationally known theoretical physicist,
Arkadiusz Jadczyk, an expert in hyperdimensional
physics, draws on science and mysticism to pierce the
veil of reality. With sparkling humour and wisdom, she
picks up where Fulcanelli left off, sharing over thirty
years of research to reveal, for the first time, The
Great Work and the esoteric Science of the Ancients
in terms accessible to scholar and layperson alike.
Conspiracies have existed since the time of Cain and
Abel. Facts of history have been altered to support
the illusion. The question today is whether a sufficient
number of people will see through the deceptions,
thus creating a counter-force for positive change - the
gold of humanity - during the upcoming times of
Macro-Cosmic Quantum Shift. Laura argues
convincingly, based on the revelations of the deepest
of esoteric secrets, that the present is a time of
potential transition, an extraordinary opportunity for
individual and collective renewal: a quantum shift of
awareness and perception which could see the birth
of true creativity in the fields of science, art and
spirituality. The Secret History of the World allows us
to redefine our interpretation of the universe, history,
and culture and to thereby navigate a path through
this darkness. In this way, Laura Knight-Jadczyk shows
us how we may extend the possibilities for all our
different futures in literal terms. With over 800 pages
of fascinating reading, The Secret History of The
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World and How to Get Out Alive is rapidly being
acknowledged as a classic with profound implications
for the destiny of the human race. With painstakingly
researched facts and figures, the author overturns
long-held conventional ideas on religion, philosophy,
Grail legends, science, and alchemy, presenting a
cohesive narrative pointing to the existence of an
ancient techno-spirituality of the Golden Age which
included a mastery of space and time: the Holy Grail,
the Philosopher's Stone, the True Process of
Ascension. Laura provides the evidence for the
advanced level of scientific and metaphysical wisdom
possessed by the greatest of lost ancient civilizations
- a culture so advanced that none of the trappings of
civilization as we know it were needed, explaining
why there is no 'evidence' of civilization as we know it
left to testify to its existence. The author's
consummate synthesis reveals the Message in a
Bottle reserved for humanity, including the
Cosmology and Mysticism of mankind Before the Fall
when, as the ancient texts tell us, man walked and
talked with the gods. Laura shows us that the
upcoming shift is that point in the vast cosmological
cycle when mankind - or at least a portion of mankind
- has the opportunity to regain his standing as The
Child of the King in the Golden Age. If ever there was
a book that can answer the questions of those who
are seeking Truth in the spiritual wilderness of this
world, then surely The Secret History of the World and
How to Get Out Alive is it.
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